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Keeping Your Cool When Things Get Hot
Do certain people get on your nerves? Do some co-workers stymie your productivity, effectiveness, or
satisfaction? Do you wish you had more control over your reactions to difficult people and situations?
In her inspiring, entertaining, and informative presentation, Keeping Your Cool When Things Get Hot,
Patty Farinola shares her unique and effective approach to dealing with the underlying causes of
relationship tensions. Misunderstandings, lack of support, interpersonal resistance, and conflict are
manageable when you have the right tools. Patty provides practical advice about common unproductive
behaviors and explains how to recognize, address, and eliminate habits that cause you to lose your cool
and get in the way of personal happiness and professional success.
For more than 15 years, Patty Farinola has been teaching her proven methodologies, helping hundreds
of individuals succeed with co-workers, clients, friends, and family in areas such as:







leadership,
communication,
career management,
spirituality and life purpose,
personal empowerment, and
creating fulfilling and effective relationships at home and at work.

Before embarking on her counseling career Patty Farinola spent twenty-five years in the corporate world
where she gained broad experience in finance, sales, marketing, technology, and executive management.
She worked for leading Fortune 100 corporations and private firms including Coca-Cola, Bank South (now
Bank of America), and S1 Corporation. In her last corporate position as Managing Director of Marketing
for Georgia Natural Gas, she was the highest ranking female in the organization, managing a multi-million
dollar budget encompassing advertising, event management, sales support, and market research.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO BOOK A SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT CONTACT:
Patty Farinola
5825 Glenridge Drive, Building 3, Suite 101
Atlanta, GA 30328
404-271-6297
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What others have to say about Patty’s programs
"Patty spoke at the Commerce Club’s Working on Your Now: Women in Business Breakfast Series in
January. She did a fantastic job on the topic, Live Your Vision – Unmask Your True Authenticity. The
audience was captivated by Patty’s straight talk combined with her engaging humor and wit. Her
message made the audience more receptive to accepting change when she said, “ If it doesn’t challenge
you, it doesn’t change you.” She encouraged participants to be bold and stay confident by giving clever
take-aways on how to face their personal fears. Patty received the highest rating of 10 and everyone is
looking forward to an encore presentation. I also had the honor of having Patty as a guest on my
podcast recently. She is an awesome interviewee as well as a fantastic speaker! "
-- Lori Beard-Daily, Chief Now Officer of Working On Your Now
Thank you Patty for speaking to our Atlanta chapter of the Accounting and Financial Women’s Alliance.
We really enjoyed your talk. In fact, all the survey responses I received from the attendees gave you a 5
out of 5! You were entertaining and articulate, and your material was helpful and informative. It was a
very successful evening.
– Nancy Thompson, Program Chair of AFWA
Patty was a true gift to our company. After attending one of her classes, I brought Patty in to work with
our leadership team to address some important challenges we could not manage alone. With a fresh
and balanced perspective, she helped bring awareness to unhealthy patterns we had created and gave
us tools to better manage and create a happier workplace. A few months later, Patty presented her
unique and insightful approach to our entire staff. We received very positive feedback about the
session and have routinely seen her work in action. I often hear people in the hallway using key terms
and concepts from the work she shared. In fact, we’ve recently been through some major
organizational changes and have all had the opportunity to apply what she taught us in a real and
meaningful way. I highly recommend her sessions to any organization in need of growing and changing
in healthy, balanced and positive ways.
– Bonnie Block, Group Director of Client Services, Nurun
I highly recommend Patty Farinola. Over the years I have invited her to speak for several different
organizations and have been more than pleased each time. Patty never disappoints. She connects
beautifully with her audience, her style is interactive and energetic, and her content is educational,
useful, and highly impactful. People are always excited about how much they learned and the new
insights they gained from participating in her programs.
– Linda Zuk, VP Programming, ABWA – President, Focus Five Consulting
Thanks so much for speaking to NAWBO. I received LOTS of positive feedback from women in the
room. It was a wonderful presentation! People are still talking about the things they learned. We would
love to have you back soon to continue learning and practicing these important skills.
– Andrea Borden, Past President of NAWBO Atlanta
Thank you for being our keynote speaker at the RE:FOCUS ON CAREERS meeting. The information you
gave us on making your relationships work for you was just terrific! Our members were impressed with
your presentation, and I know everyone will be able to put into action some of your suggestions. I look
forward to having you speak to our group again next year!
– Debbie Rodkin, Executive Director, RE:FOCUS ON CAREERS
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